Innovative Learning Environments are a hot educational topic right now with Innovative Education, Successful Students aiming to equip our students for the world of tomorrow.

Many schools and teachers are redesigning learning spaces to better reflect the workspaces that students will be entering into, and to enable modern approaches to learning and teaching.

Futures Learning has developed this course to support teachers and school leaders to redesign learning spaces to more effectively support new and emerging pedagogies. The redesign of learning spaces for deeper learning is a DoE focus through Futures Learning, ITD and AMD.

This introductory level one day course will support schools and teachers in creating a case for change and assist in design decisions for learning spaces within their own context.

Participants will engage with a Design Thinking process that will support them to identify the learning and teaching needs of their school. They will work with colleagues within their own and other schools to explore the impact of spaces on learning, identify different ways of learning, investigate a range of learning spaces and develop a plan for redesigning spaces within their educational setting.

Participants will prototype a learning space and develop evaluation strategies to measure the impact of this space back in their own school context.

This course is beneficial for a team of teachers/leaders from a school.

It would be useful, but not compulsory, to have a space for redesign in mind and bring along dimensions of the space for use in the prototyping session.

Enrol Now via MyPL: Course Code: RG00266
Cost: $50
Term 1 Dates: Wednesday 8th March & Wednesday 5th April
Venue: Great Australian Bight
       Level 8, 8 Central Avenue
       Australian Technology Park, Eveleigh